
p r e s e n t s :   NTWRK 
An exhibition @ the Exhibit 
12 Balham Station Rd, SW12 9SG

Private View ¦ 21 January 2016  ¦ 6pm-9pm 
Open ¦ 22 January 2016 - 20 March 2016

Computer Vortograph, 2015

Flac Group present: NTWRK
a three month interactive art-takeover

Over 20 artists at different stages of their careers 
have been challenged to respond to the local area 
of Balham and the Exhibit venue, with artworks that 
react, build up or deteriorate over a three month 
period. 

Dynamic networks inform and create the spaces 
that we inhabit; the biological, digital and social. 
But how do writers, performers, sound artists and 
video makers interpret the NTWRKs in Balham?  
You are invited to join the conversation through a 
packed programme of workshops, screenings, talks 
and events!

The Artists 

Anne-Marie Creamer, will present two new live prologues to her films ‘Treatment for Six Characters’ & ‘Dear Anne-Marie, 
The Last Keeper’. She has invited several performers to be ‘her’ whilst they competitively enact a script about her film. 
A new sound work played in the communal areas will announce the premiere of ‘Dear Anne-Marie’. While Ole Hagen’s 
absurdist performance, with a giant exploding head, reveals the profound complexities of first person awareness! 

Situating NTWRK in time and place are Elizabeth Jardine’s handmade books and video adventure. Chris Cawkwell’s 
heat-reactive painted messages respond to your touch, asking you to question the material plenitude of your surroundings. 
Will you drink that Coke, erasing its QR code, or let it remain intact as an artwork? In contrast Soledad Bustos’ edible 
poetry and balloon cloaked texts need your consumption to be revealed. Kayo Chingonyi, award winning writer, will be 
occupying residence and responding to the Exhibit’s NTWRKs through unique poetry and prose. 

As featured in Time Out, Sam Hacking’s The Shag, invites local filmmakers to enter a live crit. open to the public.
Florence Mytum encourages the viewer to consider their relationship to materiality, playing with textures in this 
suspended, painterly installation. Inés Cámara Leret’s transcribes ephemerality into a living fossil. This geological 
machine will draw the live rhythm at which tectonic plates move away and towards each other, during the three months, 
on clear acetate. At the same time Rosie Munro Kerr records live, analogue, solar data from the balcony using hacked 
objects. She then transforms it into a digital light installation inside. Using an online platform and live interventions with 
text, image and light, Ella Phillips invites the audience to re-imagine the space and its design. 

What would you hear if you eavesdropped on conversations at public houses across London? Follow Nell Sully’s calling 
cards to discover in this voyeuristic video; or watch the duality of modern dating unfold, as real and posed identities 
collide in Hollie Slaughter’s revealing film. Collaborate Jon Clair and become a videoed visitor, layered in CMYK prints 
on the walls. Or if you prefer to fly solo, Liz Morison’s conversational cushions will be offered as audience companions, 
why not record a message? Or embrace the ‘hug machine’?

Bookable Events via eventbrite : https://ntwrk.eventbrite.co.uk
Low Pass Ltd. & SubPac, wearable technology experts, curate a Producer’s Forum with Grime producer TEEZA, who 
has worked with Wiley and JME. This is a platform for the audience to showcase their own tracks and NTWRK. Julia 
Norris will run playful stop-motion animation workshops (11yrs- 16yrs), exploring Balham’s environs and resulting in a 
cinema screening. Join artist Siobhan Beaton for pinhole photography with added treasure hunt twist. Free drawing-as-
meditation workshops, with mid-point complimentary drinks, lead by artist Nell Sully.  Film screenings and artist talk on 
collaboration with split-personality Marion Phillini. And join us to watch Drones (dir. Rick Rosenthal, 2015) and consider 
how a complex NTWRK can reduce responsibility in the midst of conflict.
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